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1. INTRODUCTION 
T. Tamura initiated the investigations of commutative cancellative archimedian 
semigroups which were later called N-semigroups by M. Petrich (cf. [Pe, Ta] and 
the literature cited there). Motivated by problems in ring theory M. Satyanarayana 
studied commutative semigroups where all proper ideals are primary ([Sa, An]); he 
called these semigroups primary 
In order to generalize the classical concept of a divisor theory, F. Halter-Koch con-
sidered commutative cancellative monoids where all non-units are primary ([HK1]); 
he also used the notion primary monoid. In particular, one-dimensional noetherian 
domains allow a divisor homomorphism into a coproduct of primary monoids. This 
makes it possible to study the arithmetic of such domains by studying the arithmetic 
of primary monoids (cf. [HK2]). It was this application which was the main motiva-
tion for the present paper and in particular our arithmetical results should be seen 
in this respect. 
First, we show that the concept of N-semigroups and both notions of primary semi-
groups coincide for commutative cancellative monoids. In section 3 we deal with the 
integral closure and complete integral closure of primary monoids. In [HK2] finitely 
primary monoids were defined as certain submonoids of finitely generated factorial 
monoids. In section 4 we derive a characterization of finitely primary monoids in 
terms of their complete integral closure (Theorem 1). This allows us to character-
ize integral domains whose multiplicative monoids are finitely primary (Theorem 2). 
The final section is devoted to the arithmetic of primary monoids. We show that 
finitely primary monoids have finite catenary degree (Theorem 3); as a consequence 
we obtain that the multiplicative monoid of invertible ideals of a one-dimensional 
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noetherian domain o, wliose integral closure is a finitely generated o-module, has 
finite catenary degree (Theorem 4). 
2. P R E L I M I N A R I E S 
Throughout this paper, a monoid means a commutative cancellative semigroup 
with identity. In general monoids will be written multiplicatively except when we 
consider additive submonoids of (N s , -f). N + denotes the set of positive integers and 
N = f̂ J+ U {0}. For basic notions concerning commutative semigroups we refer to 
[Gi2; chapter I]. 
Let H be a monoid and Hx its group of invertible elements. H is said to be 
reduced i f H x = {1}. A non-empty subset / C H is called an ideal if HI C / : an 
ideal / is said to be proper if / ^ H. Let I C H be a proper ideal. / is called 
maximal, if it is not contained in any proper ideal; / is said to be prime, if O,b G H 
and ab G / implies that a G / or b G / . / i s called primary, if a, b G H, ab G I and 
a $ I implies that bn G / for some n G r\J+. 
Obviously H \HX is the unique maximal ideal of / / and H \HX is a prime ideal: 
by definition every prime ideal is primary. 
If / C H is an ideal, then 
yfl = [a G H | an G I for some u G ^ + } 
is called the radical of / . The following facts may be proved as in commutative ring 
theory: let / be a proper ideal. 
a) If / is primary, then \fl is prime. 
b) If \JI is maximal, then / is primary. 
c) \fl is the intersection of all prime ideals containing / . 
Let H be a monoid; an element q G H is said to be primary, if the ideal qH is 
a primary ideal (equivalently: q $ Hx and a,b G H, q \ ab and q \ a implies q \ bn 
for some n G N+). Obviously, every prime element is primary; however there are 
primary elements which are not irreducible and irreducible elements which are not 
primary. 
Let H be a monoid and Q(H) a quotient group of H with H C Q(H). For a 
submonoid S C H we define the congruence modulo S in H by 
rt = / n n o d S if a~lb G Q(S) 
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(or equivalently, aS n bS ^ 0). We denote by H/S the factor monoid of H with 
respect to the congruence modulo S. In particular we set Hred = H/H
x. 
A submonoid S C H is called divisor closed, if a G H, 6 G S and O | b implies 
a e S. Obviously, a proper subset S C H is a divisor closed submonoid if and only 
if II \ S is a prime ideal of H. We say that a submonoid 5 C H is saturated, if 
S = H C\ Q(S). Obviously, every divisor closed submonoid is saturated. 
L e m m a 1. Let H be a monoid with H / Hx. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
1. Hx and H are the only divisor closed submonoids of H. 
2. H has exactly one prime ideal. 
3. All proper ideals are primary. 
4. All non-units are primary. 
5. Ifa.beH and b g Hx, tIien O | bn for some n eN+. 
P r o o f . 1. -=t> 2. This follows from the above remark. 
2. = > 3. Let I C H be a proper ideal. Since \ / I is the intersection of all prime 
ideals containing I, 2. implies that \fl — H\HX. H\HX is the unique maximal 
ideal of H and hence I is primary. 
3. => 4. Obvious. 
4. = > 5. Let O, b G H and b $ Hx. Then Ob is primary and Ob | Ob; since Ob { O, 
it follows that Ob | bn+1 and hence O | b11. 
5. = > 1. Let 5 C H be a divisor closed submonoid with S / Hx. For b G S\HX 
we have 
{O G H | O | On for some n G f^+} C 5 C H 
and the first set equals H by 5. • 
Def in i t ion 1. A monoid H with H ^ Hx, which satisfies the equivalent 
conditions of the previous Lemma is called primary. 
R e m a r k . Par ts of the above Lemma may be found in [Sa; Theorem 2.11], 
[HK1; Theorem 1.8] and [Gel; Proposition 3]. 
Let <p: H —> D be a monoid homomorphism; <p is called a divisor homomorphism 
if O, b G H and <̂ >(a) | <p(b) implies a \ b (equivalently: ip(H) C D is saturated and 
the induced homomorphism <prt.(i: Hred -> I^red is injective); furthermore (p gives rise 
to a unique group homomorphism Q(<p): Q(H) -> Q(-O) (cf. [G-HK; section 2]). 
L e m m a 2. Let (p: H -> I) /je a monoid homomorphism. 
1. If H is primary and (p(H) ^ (p(H)x , then ip(H) is primary. 
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2. If (p(H) is primary and Ker Q(<p)Hx jHx a torsion group, then H is primary. 
3. If D is primary, H / Hx and <p a divisor homoinorphism, then H is primary. 
4. H is primary if and only if Hred is primary. 
P r o o f . 1. Let <p(a),(p(b) G <p(H) be given with a,b G H and suppose that 
(p(b) <fc (p(H)x. Then b £ Hx and hence there exists some n G N+ with a | 6n which 
implies that <D(a) | <p(b)n. 
2. Let a,b e H with b £ Hx be given. First we verify that (D(6) £ (p(H)x: 
assume to the contrary that <p(b) G (D(H)X. Then there exists some c e H such 
that 1 = (p(b)(p(c) = (p(bc). Since Ker Q((D)HX/HX is a torsion group it follows that 
(bc)m G Hx for some m G N+ and hence b G Hx, a contradiction. 
Since <D(H) is primary and <p(b) £ Hx, we have <p(ac) = (p(bn) for some c e H 
and some n e N+. Therefore Q((p)(acb~n) — 1 and thus (acb~n)m G Hx for some 
m E N + which implies that a | b
nm. 
3. Let a,be H with b g Hx be given. Then <D(b) ^ Dx and hence <p(a) | (^(b)n = 
(D(bn) for some n G N+ which implies that a \ bn. 
4. Since the canonical homomorphism IT: H —> Hred is a surjective divisor homo-
morphism, the assertion follows from 1. and 3. D 
3 . INTEGRAL CLOSURE AND COMPLETE INTEGRAL CLOSURE 
Let H be a monoid. The integral closure H C Q(H) and the complete integral 
closure H C Q(H) are defined by 
H = {x G Q(H) | xn G H for some n G N+} 
and 
H = {x € Q(H) | there exists some ce H such that cxn G H for all n G N+}. 
H is called integrally closed, if H = H and completely integrally closed (c.i.c), if 
H = H. 
Obviously 
HCH = H C H = H c Q(H) ; 
in general we have H ^ H. If H is primary then H is c.i.c. ([Gel; Theorem 4]). 
Since Q(Hred) = Q(H)/H
X we obtain 
HrTd = H/Hx 
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and 
Hied = H/Hx. 
Hence H is integrally closed (resp. c.i.c.) if and only if Hrecj is integrally closed 
(resp. c. i .c) . 
It is well known tha t Hx = Hx n H (cf. [G-HK; Lemma 5.4]). For primary 
monoids we even have the following result: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Let H be a primary monoid. Then 
Hx = HxnH = Hx nH. 
P r o o f . Obviously we have Hx C H x f ) H C H x n H ; t o obtain the converse let 
a G Hx n H be given. Then there exist a b G H with ab = 1 and a c G H such that 
Ob'1 G H for all n G N+. Assume to the contrary that O $. Hx. Since H is primary, 
there is an r G f̂ J+ with c\ar. Hence arbn G H for all n G N+. Setting n = r + L we 
infer 
arbr+l = (ab]rb = be H, 
and thus a G Hx, a contradiction. 
D 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. Let H, S be monoids such that H C S C H. Then H is primary 
if and only if S is primary. 
P r o o f . First suppose tha t H is primary and let a, b G S be given with b 0 5 X . 
There is an n G f̂ J+ such tha t an, bn G H. Since bf # Sx n H = HX n H = Hx, it 
follows that an | bnm (in H) for some m G N+ and hence a \ bnm (in 5 ) . 
Conversely suppose S to be primary and let a G H and b G H \ Hx. Then 
b 0 Hx = 5 x n H , and therefore there is an n G N+ such tha t a | bn (in 5 ) . Thus 
a _ 1 6 n G 5 and a " m b n m G H for some m G N+, which implies that a | a m | bnm (in 
H). D 
R e m a r k . In [HK1; Theorem 3.1] it was proved that H is primary, if H is 
primary. 
The next lemma relates the complete integral closure of two monoids to their con-
ductor. Let H and D be monoids contained in some common group. The conductor 
SD/H °f H in D is defined as 
h/H = {ceH\cDCH}. 
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If fo/H ^ 0, then D C Q(H) and fo/H is an ideal in / / . 
L e m m a 3 . Let H C D be monoids. 
1. If fD / /f 7^0, then H = 5 . 
2. Let D be finitely generated. Then fo/n 7^ 0 if and only if H = D. 
P r o o f . 1. Suppose U)/II ¥" 0; obviously we have II CD. Conversely, let T G D 
and c G D be such that cJ,n G D for all /i G N + . Then for some f G fo/H
 w e have 
fc;rn G H and hence ;r G H. 
2. We suppose H = D and liave to verify that \p // ^ 0. Let D be generated 
by Hi,. . . ,HS; since D C H there are f; G H such that f-Oj G H for every k G ^ 
and every 1 ^ i ^ s. We set f = \\ fu then for every u = \\ ^ £ D we have 
i=l i=l 
/«=ii(/ i«h^. • 
i = l 
4. T H E S T R U C T U R E OF FINITELY PRIMARY MONOIDS 
In [HK2] finitely primary monoids were introduced. Their relevance lies in their 
appearance in the theory of one-dimensional domains (cf. Theorem 2 and the example 
at the end of section 5). We recall the definition. 
Def in i t ion 2. A monoid H is called finitely primary (of rank s G N + and of 
exponent a G N+) if it is a submonoid of a factorial monoid D containing exactly * 
mutually non-associated prime elements Pi,.. . ,/js-
- V C D = [ p i , . . ^ ] > : D\ 
satisfying the following two conditions: 
a) Hx =HnDx. 
b) For any a = ep™1 .. .p™* G D (where QT, o.s G N and s G D
x ) , the following 
two assertions hold true: 
i) If a G H\HX, then nL ^ l , . . . , n s ^ 1. 
ii) If cYi ^ a , . . ., o ,s ^ o, then a G H. 
The situation is especially simple if the factorial monoid D in the above definition 
is reduced. Then D is isomorphic to (I^JS,+) and obviously we have the following 
condition: a submonoid H C ( N s , + ) with Q(H) = I s is finitely primary if and only 
if 
/ + N+ c H c N ; U { O } 
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for some / E N+. 
We re turn to the general situation. Clearly, the existence of an a such that ii) 
holds is equivalent to Softf. 7- 0-
Our aim is to characterize a finitely primary monoid H by its inner properties. 
T h e o r e m 1. Let H be a monoid. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
1. H is a finitely primary monoid of rank s. 
2. H is primary H ___ N s x Hx and ff{x/H ^ 0. 
In particular, the factorial monoid D of Definition 2 is just the complete integral 
closure of H. 
P r o o f . 1. ==> 2. Suppose H is a finitely primary monoid of rank s with 
exponent a and let all notations be as in Definition 2. To show that H is primary, 
let oj) G II be given with b ^ Hx. Then a = ep±l ...p"*, b = Ltpf1 ...pf" with 
s, // G F>x, o?- ^ 0 and /J; ^ 1 for 1 ^ i ^ s. Setting //, = a + max{ci; | 1 -̂  . -$ s} we 
obtain 
^" «(.-vпl^'~"')-
Since ///J/ - o7- ^ a for every 1 ^ i ^ ,s, the second factor lies in H and hence a \ b
tl 
(m II). 
Since / = f | ^ G \DJH and since the factorial monoid D is c.i.c, we have H = D 
7 = 1 
by L(Tiima 3, which implies the remaining assertions. 
2. => 1. Let p i , . . . , p s be non-associated prime elements of II; then H = 
[pi p.s] x Hx . We set D = H and have to verify conditions a) and b) of Definition 
2 
It follows from Proposition 1 that 1DxnH = HxnH = Hx, whence a) holds. To 
s s i 
verify b i). let a = e J ] pfl G H\HX be given. Choose an arbitrary b = i] Yl v\' € II 
7 = 1 1 = 1 
with ijj ^ 1 for all 1 ^ i < s. Since H is pr imary there is an n G N+ such that b \ an 
in H, and hence in H. Therefore n?- ^ 1 for all 1 ^ i <C s. 
For every prime p?- there exists a a G H such that c;p
n G H for all n G f*_+. We 
,s ^ 
S(-'T /o — / I I c?' where / G H satisfies / H x C H. Then by construction we have 
/ = i 
/ 0 H C H (i.e. f/7/// ^ 0), and hence ii) holds. • 
Coro l lary 1. Let H be a monoid and s G N+. 
1. H is finitely primary of rank s if and only if Hvvc\ is finitely primary of rank s. 
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2. Suppose that H is finitely primary of rank s. Then H is finitely primary of rank 
s and H = pi . . .psHU H
x where p r , . ..,ps are non-associated prime elements 
ofH. 
P r o o f . 1 . From Lemma 2 we infer that H is primary if and only if Hre(i is 
primary. H is factorial and lias s non-associated prime elements if and only if tliis 
holds true for H/Hx = Hred- Finally for some / G H, we have / H
x C H if and 
only if ( / H X ) ( H X / H X ) C H/Hx. 
2. Proposition 2 implies that H is primary. Sinee H is factorial, it is c.i.c. and 
hence H = H; thus H is a finitely primary monoid. It can be verified immediately 
that H =pi ...psHuH
x. 3 
R e m a r k . There are primary monoids H which are not finitely primary but for 
which H is finitely primary (cf. [G-HK-L; Theorem 3j). 
Coro l lary 2. Let H be a monoid. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
1. Hrcd Ls finitely generated and finitely primary. 
2. Hv, d <
s finitely generated and primary. 
3. H is a primary Krull monoid and (Hx : H x ) v. v . 
4. H is finitely primary of rank 1 and (Hx : HM <. \ . 
P r o o f . 1. = > 2. This is a consequence of Theorem 1. 
2. =-> 3. Since Hreci is primary, it follows from Lemma 2 and Proposition 2 that H 
is pr imary By [HK3; Theorem 4] we infer that HVVi\ — H/H
x is finitely generated; 
therefore H/Hx is finitely generated and (Hx : H> ) -x. Since Hvec\ is a finitely 
generated integrally closed monoid, it is a Krull monoid (see [HK3: Theorem 5 and 
Remark 2]) and whence H is Kiurl. 
3. => 4. By [HK1; Corollary 2.10] primary Krull monoids are factorial and each 
pair of prime elements are associated; hence H ~ N x Hx. In particular H is c.i.c. 
and thus H = H. Since (Hx : Hx) = (Hx : Hx) < -x, there is an element / G H 
with / H x C H. Therefore, by Theorem V H is finitely primary of rank 1. 
4. ==> 1. Hred is finitely primary by Corollary 1 and it remains to show tha t it is 
finitely generated. However, if H is finitely primary of exponent a and p G H is a 
prime element, then 
{ p ^ H x | 0 0 ^ a and e G Hx} 
is a generating system of H/Hx, which is finite since (Hx : Hx) < oo. D 
As a final result of this section, we show that every integrally closed monoid D 
with Dred finitely generated may be realized as the complete integral closure of a 
primary submonoid. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 3. Let D be an integrally closed monoid such that F>red is finitely 
generated. Then there exists a primary submonoid H C D with H = D. 
P r o o f . Let Hi,..., un G D be such that D is generated by {H i , . . . , Hn} U D
 x . 
We define 
H = {eHi1 . . . ukn" eD\eeD
x,ku...,kneN+} U {1}; 
ol)viously H C D is a primary submonoid. 
Since Dre(\ is finitely generated and integrally closed, it follows that DTe<\ is c.i.c. 
by [Gi2; Theorems 12.4 and 7.8]. Hence D is c.i.c. which implies that H C D = D. 
In order to verify that D C H let v = eu± . . .u[}" G D be given with e G D
x 
and l! ,ln G N. Setting c = u\ . . . Hn, it follows that cH
n G H for all n G N + 
i.e. v G H. D 
R e m a r k . Sa tura ted submonoids of finitely primary monoids are primary by 
Lemma 2.3. However, in general a sa tura ted submonoid of a finitely primary monoid 
may not be finitely primary as can be seen by the following. 
Let S <—> D be a divisor theory whe*e D is free abelian of finite rank and S is 
not factorial. Hence there is an element a G S with p \ a for all primes p G D. By 
Proposition 3 there exists a primary submonoid H C D with H = D. Since D is 
reduced and factorial. H is finitely pr imary We set 
T = Hf)Q(S). 
Suppose that H is finitely primary of exponent a G N + ; then for every s G S we 
have 
s O a 
s = — € Q(H n 5 ) C Q(T) C Q(S) 
aa 
which implies Q(S) = Q(T). Fur thermore, we ob tain 
f = H n Q(S) = DC\ Q(S) = S 
and T = H D Q(F ) . Thus T C H is sa tura ted, but T is not finitely primary since 
T = S is no t factorial. 
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5. P R I M A R Y MONOIDS AND INTEGRAL DOMAINS 
Let R be an integral domain. We denote by /?* = R\ {()} its multiplicative monoid: 
we set Rx — R*x and R = R* U {0}. Then R is the usual complete integral closure 
of the domain R and if 1? denotes the integral closure of R we have 
HC HC R. 
If R is noetherian, tlien H = /?. This means in particular, that for noetherian 
domains there is a purely multiplicative description of their integral closure. 1? is 
said to be a local domain if it has a unique maximal ideal. 
If S/R is a ring extension then 
Ann/,(S/ i?) = {r e R\ rS C R} 
denotes the annihilator of the factor module S/R. By definition we have 
Anii/e(5/i?) = f s . / R - U { 0 } 
and this coincides with the classical definition of the conductor of a ring extension. 
L e m m a 4 . Let S/R be a ring extension such that S is contained in a quotient 
held of R. 
1. IfAnnR(S/R) ^ (0), then R = 5 . 
2. If 5 is a finitely generated R-module, then Annf{(S/R) ^ (0). 
3. If R is noetherian and AIUIR(S/R) 7-= (0), then S is a finitely generated R-
module. 
P r o o f . 1. This follows from Lemma 3. 
2. Let s i , . . . , sn G 5 be such that 5 C ^ H.s- then there is some 0 ^ f G R with 
1 = 1 
fsi G R for 1 $ i ^ 71 and hence fS C £ Rfs, C R. 
i = i 
3. Let 0 7̂  / G AimR(S/R). Since H is noetherian. the submodule / 5 C R is 
finitely generated. Being isomorphic to fS (as an H-module), 5 is a finitely generated 
H-module. • 
L e m m a 5. Let R be an integral domain, X fiie set of non-zero prime ideals of 
R and Y the set of all prime ideals of R* (in the semigroup theoretical sense). Then 
n ( p \ { ° } ) = n q-
p t A" q G Y 
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P r o o f. For every p G X we have p \ {0} G Y and hence f] (p \ {0}) D f] q. 
pex q6V 
Conversely, let s G f| (P \ {°}) b e given; then Q(1?#) = {s~na \ a G Rm} by [Kap; 
Theorem 19] and hence s G f] i] by [Gel: Lemma 4]. D 
R e m a r k . The intersection of all non-zero prime ideals of I? is usually called the 
pseudoradical of R and domains with non-zero pseudoradical are called G-domains 
(cf. [Gil] or [Kap]). The above Lemma implies that the property of being a G-domain 
is a purely multiplicative one (cf. [Gel; section 4]). 
T h e o r e m 2. Let R be an integral domain. 
1. Tiie following are equivalent: 
a) I?# is primary monoid. 
b) I? is a one-dimensional local domain. 
2. Tije following are equivalent: 
a) I?* is a finitely primary monoid. 
b) R is a one-dimensional local domain, I? is a semilocal principal ideal domain 
and the conductor of R/R is non-zero. 
3. Tije following are equivalent: 
a) Rm is a primary monoid and R* / Rx is finitely generated, 
h) I? is a one-dimensional local noetherian domain, R is a discrete valuation 
ring which is finitely generated as R-module, and (I? : I?x) < oo. 
P r o o f . 1. We use the notations of Lemma 5. 
a) => h) Let I?* be primary. Then by Lemma 1 I?* has only one prime ideal. 
Since for every p G A" we have p \ {0} G } ' , it follows that R has exactly one non-zero 
prime ideal. 
b) =-> a) Suppose tha t I?\I?X is the only non-zero prime ideal of R and let qo G Y 
be given. By Lemma 5 we infer 
/ ? ' \ / ? x = f | ( p \ { 0 } ) = f)qCq0. 
vex qev 
Thus q0 = I?* \ H
x and q0 is the only prime ideal of R*. 
2. a) =-> b) Since R* is a finitely primary monoid, it is primary and hence I? is 
one-dimensional and local by 1. I? is a factorial domain having only finitely many 
non-associated primes and hence it is a semilocal principal ideal domain. Clearly the 
conductor of R/R is non-zero (cf. the observation after Definition 2). 
b) => a) Rm is primary by 1. R is a factorial domain having only finitely many 
non-associated prime elements. If 0 ^ f G 1? lies in the conductor of 17/I? then 
fI?x C fR C R. Therefore R9 is finitely primary by Theorem 1. 
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3. a) => b) Corollary 2 implies that It* is finitely primary of rank 1 and (I?x : 
Hx) < oo. Thus for some prime element p G R* we have R* = {epn | e G /?A 
and n G N}, and whence I? is a discrete valuation ring. Since pa G R for some 
a G N + and because (I?
x : Hx) < oo, It is a finitely generated H-module. Therefore1 
It is noetherian by the theorem of Eakin-Nagata ([Ma; Theorem 3.7]); furthermore 
R = It, dim R = dim R = 1 and It is local. 
b) => a) H* is primary by 1. Since R is noetherian we infer R = It and hence by 
2b) R is finitely primary of rank 1. Thus the assertion follows from Corollary 2. • 
Corol lary 3 . Let o be a one-dimensional noetherian domain, p C o a non-zero 
prime ideal and fi(p) fJie set of ail invertible p-primary ideals which are mukiplica-
tively irreducible (i.e. not a product of two invertil)le ideals). Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
1. o j / o ^ is finitely generated. 
2. #f t (p) < oo. 
3. There is exactly one prime ideal p C o with p n o = p. o^ is a finitely generated 
Op-module and (oj,~x : o£) < oo. 
P r o o f . 1. «=> 2. Let X(o) denote the multiplicative monoid of invertible ideals in 
o and F(o,p) C Z(o) the submonoid generated by p-prhnary invertible ideals. Then 
Q(p) is a generating system of F(o,p) consisting of irreducible elements. X(o.p) is 
isomorphic to F(op), the monoid of invertible ideals in op. Since invertible ideals m 
a local ring are principal we have 
X(op) = { a o p | 0 / c Y G o p } - o ; / o
x . 
1. <£> 3. This follows from Theorem 2.3 • 
R e m a r k s . 1. Par t 1 of Theorem 2 was first established (with a different proof) 
in [HK1; Theorem 4.1]. 
2. In [G-HK-L; Theorem 4] a characterization of integral domains R is derived for 
which R* is primary and the group of divisibility Q(Rm)/Rx is a finitely generated 
abelian group. 
3. Suppose tha t It* is finitely primary Then the rank of R9 equals the number of 
prime ideals of R. Note that in general It is not noetherian (cf. [Hu; Example 68]). 
4. The equivalence of 2. and 3. in Corollary 3 was first proved in [HK5; Satz 2]. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4. Let It be an integral domain. 
1. Rm is a finitely generated monoid if and only if R is a finite field. 
2. If Rm is primary, then Rm is not finitely generated. 
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P r o o f . 1. If It is finite then Rm is finitely generated. Conversely, suppose that 
I?* is a finitely generated monoid. L°t K denote the quotient field of It and k C Iv 
its prime field. Since A'x is a finitely generated abelian group, k is a finite field 
and K/k is a finitely generated abelian extension (cf. [Kar; Ch. 4, Theorem 1.4 and 
Lemma 5.1]). Therefore K is finite, It is a finite integral domain which implies that 
H is a finite field. 
2. If H* is primary then R* ^ Rx and hence the assertion follows from 1. • 
Example . Let o be a one-dimensional noetherian domain and suppose that o is 
a finitely generated o-module. Then for every non-zero prime ideal p C o oj," = oj, is 
a semilocal Dedekind domain and hence a principal ideal domain; furthermore o^ is 
a finitely generated Op-module. Thus Theorem 2 implies that o* is a finitely primary 
monoid. Indeed, it was this example which motivated the introduction of finitely 
primary monoids ([HK2; Proposition 6]). 
We reconsider the situation of Corollary 3. For this we suppose further that o 
lias the finite norm property (e.g. o an order in a global field) and let f denote the 
conductor of o/o. Then (o^x : Op ) ^ (o : f) < oo by [Ne; Kap. I, Satz 12.11], and 
hence ojj/op is finitely generated if and only if there is exactly one prime ideal p C o 
lying over p. 
6. T H E ARITHMETIC OF FINITELY PRIMARY MONOIDS 
Let H be a monoid and g: H -> Hrea the canonical epimorphism. We denote by 
U(H) the set of irreducible elements of H. The factorization monoid Z(H) of H is 
defined as the free abelian monoid with basis bl(Hred). The elements z G Z(H) are 
written in the form 
- = n «"-
ueu(HV(.d) 
with nu G N and nu = 0 for all but finitely many u G iJ(Hred)- Furthermore we call 
o(z) = ] T nueN 
ueu(HteA) 
the size of z. Next let IT: Z(H) —> Hred denote the canonical homomorphism; we 
say H is atomic, if n is surjective. 
Suppose that H is an atomic monoid and let a G H be given. The elements of 
7r-1(D(a)) C Z(H) are called factorizations of a and L(a) = {o(z) \ z G 7r-1(O(a))} C 
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N is tlie set of lengths of a. For two factorizations :. :' G 2(H) we call 
the distance between z and z'. 
H is said to be a BF-monoid (bounded factorization monoid) if it is atomic and 
if L(a) is finite for all a G H: H is said to be an FF-monoid (finite factorization 
monoid) if it is atomic and if 7r~L(O(O)) is finite for all a G H. Hence, by definition 
every FF-monoid is a BF-monoid. 
Suppose tha t H is atomic; the catenary degree 
c(H) G NU{oo } 
of H is the minimal N G N U {00} such that for every a G H and every z.z' G 
7r_1(D(O)) there exist factorizations z — x-o, X[ /•/ = z' G 7T_1(D(O)) such that 
d(xi+uxi) ^ IV for 0 <£ / < /. 
Concerning BF-monoids and FF-monoids the reader is referred to [HK4]; the cate-
nary degree of atomic monoids was first studied in [G-L; cf. Definition 2] (in a different 
terminology). Our main aim in this section is to prove that finitely primary monoids 
have finite catenary degree (Theorem 3). 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5. Let H be an atomic primary monoid. 
1. If H contains a prime element, then H ~N x H " . 
2. If H is a BF-monoid, then H is a BF-monoid. 
3. If Hred is uncountable, then H is not an FF-monoid. 
P r o o f . 1. Let /; be a prime element and a G H arbi t rary Then there is a 
minimal in G f̂J such that a \ pm and hence pm ~ as for some s G H with p \ s. 
Because p is prime it follows that p\ ek for any k G N+.. This implies that s G Hx 
since H is pr imary Therefore we have O = pws~] where m and s are uniquely 
determined . 
2. Since HXP\H = Hx by Proposition 1, the result follows from [HK4; Theorem 3]. 
3. We may suppose that H is reduced and uncountable. Let 1 / O G H be given; 
for every k E N+ we set M^(a) = {b G H \ b \ ak}. Since H is primary we have 
H — (J Mk(a). Since H is uncountable, Mfc(a) has to be infinite for some k G f^+. 
Therefore [HK4; Corollary 2] implies the assertion. D 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 6. Let H be a finitely primary monoid. Then H is a BF-monoid. 
Furthermore II is an FF-monoid if and only if[Hx : Hx) < oc. 
P r o o f . We have IIx n H = IIx by Proposition 1; furthermore Theorem 1 
implies that H is a factorial monoid and that there is an f G LI such that fH C II. 
The assertion now follows from [HK4; Theorems 3 and 4]. • 
Let II be a finitely primary monoid of rank s with exponent a, say 
H CH = [P[ Ps] x I I
x . 
For every O = sp^ . . .pks" G II, with e E H
K and A;,- G N, we set vVi(o) = k{ for every 
L < / <̂  s. 
L e m m a 6. Let all notations be as above and let O G H. Then we have 
1. maxL(O) <: min{v / ) /(a) | 1 <: / <: s}. 
2. If s J> 2. then niinL(O) <: 2a. 
P r o o f. Let a = sp\l . . . p^ G H. 
1. Suppose a = u{ . .. H/ with Uj G U(H). Since for every b e H \H
X we have 





[[(Tice niaxL(O) <: inin{'v/;i ((/) | 1 <: / <: .s}. 
2. Let ,s ^ 2; if min{k; | 1 <: / <: s} <: 2a, then by part 1. it follows that 
niinL(O) <: maxL(O) <: 2a . 
So suppose that k; ^ 2o for all 1 <: / <: .s. We set a\ = cpk{
l~ap2 • . • ptt and 
(l2 — PnP-22~c}e • • •Ps'"~a- TIKTI Oi,a-2 G H and maxL(O i ) <: a, maxL(O2) <: a by 1. 
Therefore 
mhiL(O) <: maxL(O i ) H-maxL(O2) <: 2a. 
D 
T h e o r e m 3. Let H be a finitely primary monoid of exponent a. Then r(H) <: 
max{3. 4a — 2}. 
P r o of. Suppose that II is finitely primary of rank ,s G N+ and that 
HCH = \}h,...,Ps] x II
X. 
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By Corollary 1 we may assume without restriction tliat H is reduced. Since 
(pi . . . p s )
Q E H, there exists an irreducible element / / E H with 1 ^ vPi(u) ^ a for 
all 1 ^ i ^ s. 
Now let 1 7̂  a E H be given. We write a in the form 
a = u^a0 
with H E f̂J being maximal such that ao E H. This implies 
min{/>,,,. (a0) | 1 ^ i ^ ;s} < 2a - 1 
and hence max L(a 0 ) ^ 2a - 1 by Lemma 6. 
We define a subset Z C TT -1 (a) as 
Z= {uKxeZ{H) \xen-1 (O())}. 
If ^ = I/KJ: E zT and _.' = uKx' E Z, then 
d(c, z') = d(./:,:r/) ^ max Ffa. ) ^ 2a - 1. 
Hence it remains to verify that for every z E TT~X (a) there exists a max{3,4a - 2}-
chain of factorizations from z to some z' E Z. Let 
.: = uQU\ . . . u\ E TT-'1 (a) 
be given with 0 ^ Q ^ K and //,- E U(H). We do the proof by induction on o from 
Q — K to O = 0. If D = K. then z E Z and we are done. Now let O < H: we set 
b = u\ . . . HA and distinguish two cases: 
C a s e 1: mm{vPi(b) | 1 ^ i ^ s} < 2a. Then, by Lemma G 
A ^ maxL(b ) < 2a. 
Furthermore, if vPj(b) = inin^',,,. (b) | 1 ^ i ^ 5}, tlien 
KVPI (a) ^ vPj(a) < QVPJ(U) + 2a, 
which implies tha t 
K — Q < 2a. 
Therefore for some x E 7r - 1 (a 0 ) we have 
d(uKx, ueui ... u\) ^ max{/v - Q + max L(a0), A} ^ 4a - 2. 
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C a s e 2: vPi (b) ^ 2a for all 1 ^ i ^ s. Then there exists some v G {V . . . , A} with 
v ^ 2a such that for bo — Yl yi w e n a v e 
vPi (bo) ^ 2a for all 1 ^ i ^ 5. 
If .s = 1, we may require in addition tha t UPl(bo) ^ 4a — 2. Then b0 = uc for some 
c e H. lis = 1, then 
maxL ( c ) ^ vPl (c) ^ vPl (bo) — 1 ^ 4 a — 3 
and hence there is some y G ~~[(c) with a(y) ^ 4a - 3. If s ^ 2, then by Lemma 
G.2 there is some factorization ij G TT~1(C) with a(y) ^ 2a. Setting 
A 
we have 
d(z, z!) ^ maxji/, 1 + <r(i/)} ^ max{2a + 1,4a - 2} = max{3 ,4a - 2}. 
Now the assertion follows by induction hypothesis. • 
T h e o r e m 4 . Let o be a one-dimensional noetherian domain and suppose that o 
is a finitely generated o-module. 
1. The multiplicative monoid of invertible ideals of o has finite catenary degree. 
2. Suppose that for every prime ideal p of o containing the conductor of o/o there 
is exactly one prime ideal ofo lying over p and that (o~^x : op) < oo. If o has a 
finite Picard group, then c(o*) < oo. 
P r o o f . 1. Let l(o) (resp. F(op) for some non-zero p G spec(o)) denote the 
multiplicative monoid of invertible ideals of o (resp. of op). Then l(op) ~ oJ/Op for 
every non-zero p G spec(o) and by [Ne; Kap. I, 12.6] 
V- X(o) -> [J I(op) 
(O)^pGspec(o) 
0 -> (aOp)(o)^pGspec(o) 
is an isomorphism. 
Let f denote the conductor of o/o; further let p i , . . . , p r denote the prime ideals 
containing the conductor and let V be the set of non-zero prime ideals prime to the 
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conductor. For p £ P the localization op = op is a discrete valuation ring ([XV: 
Kap. I, 12.10]) and hence o j / o * ~ (N ,+ ) . Thus we have 
I(o)~T(V)xl[o;i/oVi 
i=i 
where T(V) denotes the five abelian monoid with basis P In the example in section 
5 we showed that, all o* , 1 < / ' ^ r, are finitely primary and hence they have finite1 
catenary degree by Theorem 3. Therefore 
c(I(o)) = iuax{c(oJf) | 1 ^ / ^. /•} <- x . 
2. The monoid homomorphism 
0: o9 - > I ( o ) 
a —>• ao 
is a cofinal divisor homoniorphism whose class group is just the Picard group of the 
domain o ([Ge2; Proposition G]). Corollary 3 implies that Yl °p,/°p, *s a hnitcdy 
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